Cylindrical sensor geometry for absorbance-based fiber-optic ammonia sensors.
A novel cylindrical shape geometry is proposed for fiber-optic ammonia sensors based on chromophoric indicator dyes. Sensors are constructed by trapping the internal indicator solution inside a short segment of a gas-permeable tube. Fiber-optic probes are used to supply incident radiation and to collect light that transverses through the internal solution. This cylindrical sensor geometry provides large optical path lengths which permits the use of chromophoric indicator dyes. Unlike the conventional distal tip geometry, the diffusion path is independent of the optical path which results in short response times coupled with high sensitivity and low limits of detection. Our experiments indicate that stray radiation is negligible for this sensor design, and that the optical path length essentially equals the distance between the fiber-optic probes. Sensors constructed with Bromothymol Blue as the indicator dye are evaluated. As part of this evaluation, three different modes of operation are tested. The best analytical performance obtained when a single discrete aliquot of the internal solution is used. Steady-state responses are achieved within 13-16 min for 200 nM levels of ammonia from sensors with limits of detection ranging from 150 to 20 nM.